


And the records reporting the finding of the recording of the Dallas »olice 
broadcasts, which Phillips swore the FDI never had, exactly where I'd indicated 
and the fact that since Yecember 1484, when I was notified, they've not been 
provided and my letters and appeals remain ignored. 

Because I am not a lavyer iy opinion Ma¥ not be valid but I do think that 
with the issues now so narrow and severely linited, to official criminality, there 
is less hazard for a lawyer, perhaps none for a properly plumed White knight. 

If you camot represent me or would prefer not to, could you, as a stated 
courtesy because of my present added ina irments, file the notice of appeal only? 
I understand that it is merel:; a notice of intent, with no argument. If you can, 
please let me know what check you've provided and I'll mail mine to youe 

As I remember it, Smith fudged over the last three clauses of Ryle 60(b) 
with the opinion he regarded them as "inappropriate." That word ay have a special 
meaing to lawyers but in its everyday meaning it is meaningless because, without 
question, as is undisputed in what I filed dnd in oral argument, they are specifically 
intended to toll the year limitation of the first three clausese (What I filed is 
in my office and presents no real searching problem so I can get it easily. )Am 
I, in your opinion, correct iu this, that they have this purpose and thus are 
quite appropriate and, in fact, are controlling? 

Of course I'll welcome any suggestions, toe Roto 

You should huve received a copy of his decision by no. If you haven't, he 
dated it 3/4/86. 

Thanks for anything you can do. I hope you can respond promptly with regard 
to the notice so that I can file it in tine if you do not. 

Best wishes, 
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“arold Velsberg


